As the temperature of an ideal Bose gas is lowered, the particles undergo a Bose-Einstein (BE) condensation when the thermal wavelength &==h/(2~mBkpT,) l/2 (1) is comparable to the interparticle spacing."2 Here, h is Plan&s constant, kB is the Boltzmann constant, mg is the boson mass, and T, is the transition temperature. A2, is called the thermal wavelength, because /2,&, the de Broglie wavelength:
For a three-dimensional ideal Bose gas, the BE condensation temperature'T2 is y-BEh2nu3 j&2/3 ' -2rrm~ks[5(~) ]2/3=11.92mBkS' (2) where n is the three-dimensional number density, g(x) is the Riemann zeta function of x, and 9(3/2) =2.612... . There are two shortcomings related to the ordinary BE condensation. One is that TFE is orders of magnitude higher than the experimental T, of three-dimensional superconductors like the metallics if a sizable fraction of the normal carriers are bosons. The other is that the BE gas does not condense in two dimensions so that unmodified BE statistics are not a sufficient condition for BE condensation. More general considerations argue against a onedimensional condensation. However, with an energy gap (binding energy between particles), a BE type condensation in lower dimensions is described by Blatt,3 although this appears to be contrary to Hohenberg's theorem.4 Two conditions are met by known superconductors. One is the existence of bosons. The other is a condensation in momentum space. This led to a consideration that there may be two temperatures: Tp, the pairing temperature to form bosons out of fermion pairs; and the condensation temperature Tc. If Tp<Tc, then Tp is the limiting temperature for superconductivity which we call the transition temperature T,. However, it is difficult to calculate Tp because this requires knowledge of the pairing interaction and its strength, although this is the usual strategy. Three possibilities were considered first by Rabinowitz5-9 in 1987:
( 1) That Tc might be less than or equal to Tp, in which case T,= Tc.
(2) That a fraction of fermions -kpTJEF are incipient Cooper pairs at T,.
( 3 ) Reduced dimensionality effects properly enter into A via the equipartition principle. His paradigm led to good agreement with experiment for broad classes of superconducting materials from 1 to lo9 K. '-9 More recently this has been extended to include 10e3 K for the su 1 erfluid state of 3He for a range of 12 orders of magnitude. * J '
Even if T+ Xp, the X BE?
is found to be a much better upper limit to T, than T, . We are not aware of any T, calculations for specific cuprates, nor-of any other attempts to calculate a reduced condensation temperature which does not include interactions. Here, we present a more detailed test of this approach by comparing its results with the observed X,'s of specific cuprates. Harshman and Mills12 have compiled a comprehensive table of the relevant parameters, extracted from experimental data, which makes this possible. BE condensation approaches to superconductivity were first presented by Schafroth, Butler, and Blatt.13*" These approaches differ from ours, and appear not to have been successful in predicting X,'s. Standard approaches have been unsuccessful with the cuprates.
The point of view adopted here is that as the temperature is decreased in a gas similar to a Bose-Einstein (BE) gas, particles should start a BE type condensation into the superconducting state when the de Broglie wavelength is of the order of the interparticle spacing for the fraction of carriers that have become Cooper pairs5-" Thus we can avoid the difficult calculations encountered when the nature of the interaction is known, and which are impossible to do when the pairing interaction is not known.
We assume that a BE type condensation in three dimensions of the free Bose gas involves electron pairs within a shell of energy -kpXc around the Fermi energy, EF . The number of electrons involved is the number of k values within a shell Ak of energy width -k,T, within the Fermi surface, so that Ak is given by Combining Eqs. (4) and (5), we have
. (6) where we introduce T,,, a "three-dimensional" transition temperature that may apply to some less anisotropic materials, and which can be thought of here as providing the energy cutoff that selects the effective bosons.,The procedure will be to use T,, to determine the interboson spacing in order to calculate Tc2, which will be our transition temperature estimate for the cuprates. The choice of "twodimensional" motion for these materials is based on their layered structure and highly anisotropic normal state properties. Two electron pairs are encompassed by (1/2&l when
For a pair of electrons of effective mass 2m, momentum p, and kinetic energy (f /2) kpT, the de Broglie wavelength is
where f is the number of degrees of freedom per particle pair. For three-dimensional motion of the bosons we take f ==3. For two-dimensional motion we will take f =2. Rabinowitz gives a more general discussion of fin Ref. 7. Combining Eqs. (6)- (8) we obtain
To obtain the "two-dimensional" transition temperature, /z as given by Eq. (7) is equated to d as given by Eq.
(8) with f =2, as we restrict the kinetic energy to two dimensions by the equipartition of energy principle. This yields the two-dimensional transition temperature which we will compare with experiment:
(10) Table I shows a comparison of the experimentally observed transition temperatures with T, together with the relevant input data as obtained from Harshman and Mills.'! In Eq. ( 10) we use the three-dimensional (3D) carrier density n30,for n, and the effective mass for m, where m0 is the free-electron mass.
It is remarkable how well our calculated. transition temperatures agree with the experimental values without explicitly introducing a pairing mechanism. Perhaps this should not be entirely surprising, as T, itself is a measure of the interaction strength. In this model, T, enters into the equations in two different ways so that it is possible to solve for X,. It is a self-consistent condition that the number of pairs that BE condense is cc T, itself. This-may be why we can obtain the transition temperature without prior knowledge of the interaction mechanism. This works best for short coherence length pairs, and not so well for metallics with the greatest pair-pair interactions because of their long coherence lengths with a large overlap of pairs.
